WESTPORT IS AN APPROVED
FORD SHIP-THRU PROVIDER
SIMPLIFYING THE ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE SUPPLY CHAIN
Fleet management companies (FMCs)
and Ford dealers can order commercial
trucks and vans with Westport WiNG™
Power Systems and popular options
through the Ford Ship-Thru Program.

WESTPORT WiNG MY 2017 SHIP-THRU
VEHICLES AVAILABLE FOR ORDER
NOW
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Only Westport offers dealers and FMCs the
efficiency, convenience, and visibility of Ford
Ship-Thru, backed by the confidence of working
the largest, most experienced, and trusted name in
natural gas engines and fuel systems.
This powerful combination helps you maximize your
selling time by leveraging the most efficient method
for ordering complex alternative fuel trucks.

STREAMLINED LOGISTICS
Use our Ford Ship-Thru Code 316, to easily
coordinate a complete alternative fuel vehicle build,
including upfits. When complete, the base Ford
vehicle is transported to the Westport manufacturing
facility where the Westport WiNG Power System is
installed, calibrated, and validated. Our partner
network upfits vehicles, and completed trucks are put
directly into the Ford Ship-Thru system for PreDelivery Inspection at the selected Ford dealer.

SIMPLIFIED OPTIONS
Additional equipment options can complicate
bidding and production. Westport simplifies the
process by offering a wide range of the most popular
fleet upfits for order with our Ford Ship-Thru Code
316. Working with multiple truck upfitters adjacent
to our Dallas and Kansas City alternative fuel
installation centers, fleets can incorporate interior
customization, service bodies, lighting, headache
racks, and vehicle wraps in the same ship-thru order.

RIGOROUS REQUIREMENTS
As the largest Qualified Vehicle Modifier
developer and installer in Ford’s QVM
Program, Westport meets all the rigorous
requirements for the Ford Ship-Thru Program,
including engineering, process control,
manufacturing quality, Q.C., and customer support.
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POST-ORDER VISIBILITY
Ordering with our Ford Ship-Thru Code 316 makes managing the complete manufacturing and upfitting
process for alternative fuel trucks with additional options more efficient and effective. You have easy access to a
comprehensive Visibility Report that tracks your vehicle step-by-step, from original build, to Westport WiNG
Power System integration, options upfitting, and final delivery.

SIMPLIFIED PRICING
There are no added Westport shipping expenses with Ford Ship-Thru. Instead of paying costly fees each time the
vehicle moves from manufacturing to upfitting and then to its final destination.
With over 20,000 conversions performed to date, our Ford Ship-Thru is a truly efficient and effective process
for FMCs, dealers, and customers. You enjoy a single point of accountability, single invoice, and single point of
contact. Plus, we offer the widest selection of Ford products.
You’ll have the confidence of working with the largest Qualified Vehicle Modifier developer
and installer in Ford’s QVM Program. The Westport WiNG Power System meets all Ford
OEM safety testing requirement and the Ford vehicle warranty remains intact.
FORD SHIP-THRU CODE 316

Westport WiNG Power System is a trademark of Westport Power Inc. used under license.
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